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A Chronicle of Race Relations 

By W. E. B. DU BOIS 

Years of the modern! years of the 
unperform'd! 

Your horizon rises-I see it parting 
away for more august dramas; 

I see not America only-I see not only 
Liberty's nation, but other nations 

preparing; 
I see tremendous entrances and exits- 

I see new combinations-I see the 
solidarity of races; 

I see that force advancing with irresist- 
ible power on the world's stage. 

Walt Whitman, 1865. 

RACE IN THEORY 
+ The Scientific Monthly for August 
and September, 1943, publishes two 
articles on what we know and what we 
do not know about "Race." Professor 
W. M. Krogman of the University of 
Chicago enumerates six "Don'ts" in 

thinking about race 
The first "don't" is simply this: 

we are not sure-at least we do not 
agree- what actually constitutes a 
biological race in man. 

The second "don't" is found in the 
fact that we are uncertain how stocks 
and races arose, i.e., when in human 
evolution they appeared and the 
mechanism involved in their emerg- 
ence. 

The third "don't" resides in the in- 
adequacy of our knowledge concern- 
ing heredity in Man. Specifically, we 
do not know the precise mechanism 
whereby traits diagnostic of stock 
and race are transmitted. 

A fourth "don't" is really a corol- 
lary of the third, namely, we realize 
that discreet traits have a hereditary 

basis, but we are still not sure which 
of these traits are relatively stable 
and which are easily modifiable, so 
that the first set is useful in classifi- 
cation, the second extremely limited 
in use. ... 

The fifth "don't" is found in the 
functional aspects of Man: we know 
little about the physiology of race- 
types. We have studied racial metab- 
olism, pulse- rate, respiration- rate 
and so on, but these analyses are not 
so much tests of race-groups per se 
as reflections of conditions under 
which they live. There is no reason, 
really, to assume difference in kind, 
rather only differences in degree .... 

The sixth and final "don't" is that 
we do not know of any character- 
istics, either biological or psycholog- 
ical, that in a given race-cross are 
superior or inferior. 
Professor Krogman adds 

Much is being made these days of 
"race superiority" and "race infe- 
riority." In words of one syllable 
there is no such thing.... The ear 
and eye are common human posses- 
sions as far as morphology is con- 
cerned-it is the degree of their train- 
ing that differs. This type of reason- 
ing can be applied to any phase of 
Man's activities: how he learns and 
how much he learns is dependent 
upon his cerebrum and upon the cul- 
tural framework within which he 
learns; the cerebrum is the constant 
factor, the cultural framework, the 
variable. The same holds true for 
"intelligence," however it may be de- 
fined and assessed. We repeat that 
biological superiority and inferiority 
in the stocks and races of man do not 
exist, and that biologically there is no 
valid bar to stock- and race-mixture. 
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The first generation hybrids are not 
biologically inferior-it is Society 
and not Nature that stamps the brand 
of undesirability. 

+ Dr. Robert Redfield of the University 
of Chicago says of what we know about 
"Race" 

The physical characteristics used 
by anthropologists to classify people 
racially have, so far as we know, 
practically no significance for cul- 
tural achievement. We can not valid- 
ly say that skin color, hair form and 
other racial differences, of themselves 
and without reference to the atten- 
tion paid to them, are of any conse- 
quence in human behavior. If we 
were to take no notice of the shape 
of the nose, we could not say that 
people with noses of one shape would 
not be just as well prepared to run 
governments or to write books as 
people with noses of another shape. 
We have no reason to conclude that 
the lips of Negroes are not as good 
instruments as other kinds of lips for 
speaking beautiful French or perfect 
English, as well as excellent Bantu. 
The brains of Chinese, African and 
North European are boxed in bony 
containers that differ somewhat in 
their characteristic shapes, but we 
have no real evidence that, on the 
average, the brains contained in the 
skulls of representatives of one of 
these racial groups are better organs 
for thinking than those occupying the 
skulls of representatives of the other 
groups. 

What we do know to be important 
about race is known about the races 
that people see and recognize, or be- 
lieve to exist. Physical anthropolo- 
gists are concerned with race as a bio- 
logical phenomenon. In this paper 
we are concerned with race as a social 
phenomenon. We might speak of the 
"socially supposed races." Such races 
have a reality, too, but it is different 
from the reality of biological races. 
If people took special notice of red 

automobiles, were attracted to or re- 
pelled by the color of red automo- 
biles, and believed that the redness 
of automobiles was connected insep- 
arably with their mechanical effec- 
tiveness, then red automobiles would 
constitute a real and important cate- 
gory. It is something like that with 
the socially supposed races. The real 
differences among biologically differ- 
ent groups may have little conse- 
quences for the affairs of men. The 
believed-in differences, and the visible 
differences of which notice is taken, 
do have consequence for the affairs 
of men. This is what we know about 
race. It is on the level of habit, cus- 
tom, sentiment and attitude that race, 
as a matter of practical significance, 
is to be understood. Race is, so to 
speak, a human invention.... 

We do know that the cultural dif- 
ferences between groups come to be 
associated with noticed and imagined 
physical differences and that some- 
times the latter are regarded as the 
explanation of the former. We learn 
that this happens and something 
about how it happens from the his- 
tory of race relations. The racial ex- 
planation of cultural differences has 
great antiquity and has followed a 
varying career. In a great many so- 
cieties where groups looking and act- 
ing differently have dwelt together, 
the differences between them and the 
kinds of relationships established be- 
tween them have been explained ra- 
cially. They are also often commonly 
justified racially. Greek writers of- 
fered a justification in racial terms 
for the subordination of helots to 
Athenian citizens. Negro slavery and 
discrimination against Negroes have 
been regularly supported by similar 
argument. The doctrine of a master 
race, capable of ruling and of crea- 
tion, as contrasted with lesser breeds, 
such as Poles and Jews, capable only 
of being ruled and of imitating and 
obeying, was developed by a number 
of nineteenth-century writers. By the 
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Nazis it has been elevated to a car- 
dinal dogma and a principle of state- 
craft. At present, in this country, the 
Japanese, who used to be regarded as 
a wonderful little people, are being 
radically reinterpreted. Our enemies, 
they tend also to be set away so far 
from us racially that it seems as if 
now they had connection with us 
hardly humanly at all but only as 
co-members of the Animal Kingdom. 

We are saying that the social sig- 
nificance of race, which is its only 
practical significance, is a product of 
history. It results from the interac- 
tion of human nature with situations 
of group difference and group rela- 
tionship. It is not always the same. 
It does not even always exist. 

RACE AND WORDS 
+ S. J. Hayakawa, the authority on 
semantics, writes il Comrnmon Sense 

Racial classifications have a lim- 
ited utility. They were useful when, 
in simpler days, they indicated not 
only race, but geographical origin, 
language, and culture with a high de- 
gree of probability. A "Hungarian," 
at one time, usually came from Hun- 
gary, spoke Hungarian, and preferred 
Hungarian cooking. But times are 
vastly changed, and this is the United 
States. Today's "Hungarian," here 
in Chicago, usually has never been 
to Hungary, often speaks no Hun- 
garian, and is likely to prefer chicken 
chow mein to goulash. An American 
"Negro" may be anything from black 
to white, may be a Ph.D. or a chain- 
gang laborer, may speak a variety of 
dialects from Harvard to field Gul- 
lah, may be capable of anything from 
murder to winning a Nobel prize. 
When a man is called a "Trobriand- 
er," a number of predictions may be 
made as to his probable habits, knowl- 
edge, and tastes. But when a man is 
called "Negro," or "Jew," no useful 
predictions can be made at all, except 
that a number of people are going to 
make mistaken predictions. Clearly, 

then, many racial "brand names" 
have ceased to be conveniences. 

Since everything in life can be 
done by Jews as well as non-Jews, by 
Negroes as well as whites, whether 
the needs be for janitors, doctors, 
electricians, bombing-plane pilots, or 
friends, to be encumbered by "brand 
name" preferences is artificially to 
restrict oneself to a fraction of the 
available supply, and as silly as going 
without coffee during rationing 
simply because your store doesn't 
have your "favorite brand." One in- 
evitably restricts his own freedom 
whenever he saddles himself with 
classifications other than useful ones. 
With racial "brand names" as with 
commercial, one has to be able to 
take 'em or leave 'em alone. I am 
not trying to say that only semantic 
reasons account for racial hostility, 
but I think they explain much of our 
trouble. 

+ A few scientific studies of racial 
groups come to our attention. Albert 
Sidney Beckham of the Bureau of Child 
Study, Chicago Board of Education, 
publishes in the Journal of Applied 
Psychology, vol. XXVI, no. 2, "A study 
of the social background and music 
ability of superior Negro children." 

Unlike most inquiries of racial dif- 
ferences this study is concerned more 
with intra- rather than inter-racial 
difference in musical aptitudes. In 
reviewing the literature of this prob- 
lem, one in indeed aware of the 
dearth of studies of musical aptitudes 
based on various levels of intelligence. 
Racial and national intelligence rest 
now on a fairly sound scientific basis. 
The progress of inter- and intra- 
racial studies in psychology must 
necessarily depend on the psychol- 
ogist's attitude and his willingness to 
include the opinions, the theories, 
and the discoveries of sociology, an- 
thropology and biology in his con- 
clusion . . 
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The three groups, the hundred in- 
tellectually superior, the hundred un- 
selected children, and the thirty mu- 
sically superior children, were given 
the Kwalwasser-Dykema music tests 
separately. The tests are on five 
double-disc Victor records. The di- 
rections for administering the tests 
were rigidly adhered to. The tests 
are tonal memory, quality discrimi- 
nation, intensity discrimination, tonal 
movement, time discrimination, rhythm 
discrimination, pitch discrimination, 
melodic taste, pitch imagery, and 
rhythm imagery.... 

The teachers' opinions of musically 
superior children corroborate test re- 
sults. The musically superior picked 
by the teachers outrank the intellec- 
tually superior. Intelligence was not 
an important factor in making high 
musical aptitude scores. Age as a 
factor was only slight. 

+ Martin D. Jenkins writes in the 

Spring number of the Journal of Negro 
Education, 1943, of "Case studies of 

Negro children of Binet IQ 160 and 
above." Sixteen cases are assembled, 
from four cities 

Perhaps the most important fact 
revealed by this study is that an ap- 
preciable number of Negro children 
of extremely high IQ are to be found. 
These extreme deviates are of the 
greatest significance as they indicate 
that Negroes are as variable as other 
racial groups and that Negro ancestry 
is not a limiting factor, per se, in 
psychometric intelligence. These cases 
give emphasis to the fact that it is 
individual differences rather than so- 
called racial differences which are 
important. The late Havelock Ellis, 
in discussing the subject presented 
here as Case 1, gave expression to 
this point of view as follows: "Little 
B is thus a significant and instructive 
figure. She exemplifies Dr. Buhler's 
doctrine of the predominance of in- 
dividuality over race. . .. And fur- 
ther, while we have to recognize the 

deep-rooted prejudice of the white 
man where the black man is con- 
cerned, we see that there is no ground 
for the commonly proclaimed limit- 
ing influence of Negro blood on in- 
telligence." 

+ Jaques Maritain, President of the 
Ecole Libre, New York, recalls the list 
of racist errors condemned by Pope 
Pius XI, April 13, 1938 

First Error: Human beings, by 
their natural constitution inherited 
and unchangeable, so differ among 
themselves that the highest of them 
are farther removed from the lowest 
than the lowest are from the highest 
species of brutes. 

Second Error: Vigor of race and 
purity of blood must be conserved 
and fostered at any cost; and what- 
ever leads to this end is by that very 
fact justifiable. 

Third Error: It is from blood, 
wherein the genius of the race is con- 
tained, that all intellectual and moral 
qualities flow as from their most po- 
tent source. 

Fourth Error: The principal end of 
education is to perfect the natural 
constitution of the race, and to fire 
the mind with a burning love of one's 
own race, as the greatest good. 

Fifth Error: Religion is subser- 
vient to race and must be adapted 
to it. 

Sixth Error: The prime source and 
supreme rule of the whole order of 
justice is race instinct.... 

RACE IN PRACTICE 
+ Despite the increasing unanimity of 
science on the subject of race, it is 

astonishing how the older racial theory 
dominates practical governmental and 
social action. The "March on Wash- 

ington" movement unveiled the follow- 

ing indictment as a scroll, at Soldier's 
Field, Chicago, July 4, 1943 

I. Negroes are discriminated 
against in the very armed forces 
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which summon them to shed their 
blood for their country. They are 
drafted in jim-crow quotas, trained 
in jim-crow regiments and separated 
from their white comrades in arms 
in the fighting units. All too often, 
they are herded into menial tasks and 
labor battalions. 

II. Negroes are denied equal op- 
portunity in both public and private 
employment. They are discriminated 
against in training, placement, up- 
grading, and wages in war industry. 
Sometimes this is true when the gov- 
ernment itself is the employer. More- 
over, thirty-three international labor 
unions bar Negroes from member- 
ship. 

III. Negroes are denied the right 
to vote in most of the Southern states. 
A combination of intimidation, poll 
taxes, "white primaries," and all 
manner of specious "tests," stand as 
barriers between the Negro and the 
ballot box. 

IV. Negroes are denied equal edu- 
cational opportunity. In most of the 
South, the Negro child receives less 
than half of his share of the funds 
for public education, the Negro grad- 
uate student is denied the training of 
the tax-supported state university and 
the Negro teacher is paid less for the 
same training and work than other 
teachers. Here again is the myth of 
"equal but separate." Even in the 
North and West Negro professors are 
barred from the faculties of prac- 
tically all American universities. 

V. Negroes are caricatured and 
slandered in the press and on the 
stage, screen and radio. School text- 
books paint the Negro as a happy 
slave, a buffoon and a corrupt citizen. 
Best-selling novels and million dollar 
movie plays repeat this lie of the his- 
tory books. Newspapers play up 
"Negro crime" and play down the 
constructive achievements of Negroes. 

VI. Negroes are denied participa- 
tion in the policy-forming adminis- 
tration of government. Even when 
there are Negro "race relations" ad- 

visors to government agencies, these 
"advisers" are not permitted to de- 
termine policy, even in this special 
area, and nobody accepts their advice. 

VII. Negroes are forced to live in 
restricted residential areas and segre- 
gated housing projects. Isolated and 
forced into a ghetto, the Negro thus 
becomes the prey of profiteers and 
other exploiters. 

VIII. Negroes are jim-crowed in 
trains, busses, theatres, hotels, res- 
taurants, and other public places; and 
throughout the South are forced into 
jim-crow schools, libraries, hospitals 
and other institutions supported by 
taxes paid by all of the people. 

IX. Negroes are lynched and mur- 
dered by mobs and cowardly night- 
raider bands. Such treatment in a 
democracy is intolerable. 

+ The Social Workers Party has issued 
a pamphlet on "The Struggle for Negro 
Equality." Its opening page says 

Scientific research proves that race 
prejudice is not hereditary. No one 
is born with it, not even the worst 
cracker in the South. It is generally 
non-existent among children before 
they enter the primary schools. It 
arises and flourishes as the result of 
miseducation of the child by the 
school system, the press, the radio, 
the motion pictures-in short, by the 
entire propaganda, educational and 
informational machinery of present- 
day society. 

This is a fact of vital significance. 
For since it is possible to implant a 
child with race prejudices, it is equal- 
ly possible to train him from the very 
beginning to believe in and practice 
race equality. 

It can likewise be shown that peo- 
ple with the same background and 
training, of the same color and na- 
tionality, may develop entirely dif- 
ferent attitudes on this question. For 
example, two white brothers go to the 
same school and grow up in the same 
environment; one is unable to escape 
the influence of his miseducation and 
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consequently regards Negroes as in- 
ferior, refusing to associate with 
them as equals; while the other is 
able by experience and observation 
to overcome the effects of his train- 
ing and is completely free of preju- 
dice toward Negroes. 

In other words, even people who 
have been trained wrong can escape 
the effects of such training or can be 
re-educated properly. The best ex- 
ample of this in recent years is the 
inspiring way in which white workers 
from the South united with Negro 
workers on the picket lines in Detroit 
and Flint and together established the 
great United Auto Workers Union. 
The same thing is generally true of 
the development of the CIO as a 
whole. 

+ Robert O'Brien writes on "The chang- 
ing caste position of the Negro in the 
Northwest" in the Research Studies of 
the State College of Washington, vol. 
x, no. 1 

By 1910 the status of the Negroes 
had reached its peak. Their locations 
and types of business were neither 
confined to a segregated area nor re- 
stricted to a stereotype of "colored 
people's jobs." They were engaged 
mainly in mining, government serv- 
ice, real estate, small business, and 
service positions. It is now generally 
believed that any Negro who wanted 
work in those days could get it 
quickly. 

During and following the World 
War, the Negro lost his higher posi- 
tion, and the caste line began to be 
more sharply drawn. In contrast to 
the action of the first Washington 
legislature, which petitioned Con- 
gress to award land to a Negro fam- 
ily, restrictive covenants appeared, 
limiting land ownership in certain 
plots to members of the white race. 
The caste position was further indi- 
cated by attempts to pass anti-mar- 
riage laws at each legislative session. 
Although colored doctors and den- 
tists are allowed to service white pa- 

tients, they have been barred from 
membership in the Medical and Den- 
tal Associations. By exception, one 
Negro has forced his way into the 
Medical Association in Oregon. 

Negroes are often denied service 
in hotels, cafes, and moving picture 
theatres. Though the present Wash- 
ington Civil Liberties Bill states that 
"every person who shall deny to any 
person because of race, creed, or 
color, the full enjoyment of any ac- 
commodations, advantages, facilities, 
or privileges of any place of public 
resort, accommodation, assemblage, 
or amusement, shall be guilty of a 
misdemeanor," this law seems to be 
seldom, if ever, enforced. 

The Aeronautical Union, the recog- 
nized labor union of the largest em- 
ployer in the area, excludes Negroes. 

+ The race situation in the South is 

causing much discussion. Thomas L. 
Stokes writes in Common Sense, on the 
political situation 

There is an historical precedent for 
the New Deal in the South which ex- 
plains many things going on today. 
The Populist movement of the early 
and middle nineties flamed through 
the kingdom of cotton like a raging 
fire in the piney woods. It caught 
quickly at the dry and rotting tinder 
of a depression resembling in many 
ways that of the early thirties. That 
minor revolution was directed at the 
moneyed and corporate interests, the 
bankers, the railroad owners, the cor- 
porate monopolies, all symbolized in 
the words "Wall Street." Tom Wat- 
son of Georgia, apostle of Populism 
-himself an unstable product of the 
struggling and baffled cotton econ- 
omy -portrayed these interests as 
squeezing and bleeding the farmer 
through high interest rates, heavy 
freight rates, exorbitant charges for 
the ordinary things the farmer must 
have to live. 

Watson's program was prophetic 
of reforms in the years that followed. 
Some came into being as a result of 
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the Populist furor. Some arrived with 
the New Deal. Some not even the 
New Deal has yet dared to undertake, 
as, for example, government owner- 
ship of railroads and other natural 
monopolies. Watson called for a grad- 
uated income tax, for postal savings 
banks, for government insurance of 
bank deposits, for issuance of cur- 
rency only by the federal govern- 
ment, and an end to the atrocities 
against workers by hired thugs of 
the Pinkerton Detective Agency. 

That revolution was checked, after 
some minor successes in local elec- 
tions, by an uprising of the privileged 
classes who smothered it by exploita- 
tion of the race issue among other 
things. ... 

The rotten-borough system of the 
South produces tight little machines 
in the hands of the "respectable" 
elements in the various communities 
who have something to protect and 
know how to protect it. Contribut- 
ing to their control, of course, is the 
poll tax which disfranchises many 
thousands of poor whites as well as 
Negroes. Another factor is the lack 
of a minority party, so that, once a 
man is in office, it is very hard to 
root him out, provided he is properly 
respectful to the privileged who 
dominate the social and economic 
order. Seniority in office, too, gives 
the Senator or Congressman power 
in his own right, so that he can grease 
all groups in his community, even 
throwing an occasional sop to the 
masses. The ability of Southerners to 
get elected and reelected until they 
acquire powerful key positions in 
Congress accounts also for the in- 
fluence they wield in the party, and 
for its continuing conservative base. 

+ Lillian E. Smith, in South Today, 
keeps hammering at the reactionary 
South. She tells of the bargain with 
the "Poor Whites" 

They felt pretty easy about things 
for a while, for it seemed that this 
would fix anything. They proudly 

told the world that the South had no 
Negro problem, it was all settled. 
They bragged that nobody under- 
stood the Negro like the South did, 
nobody understood the South's busi- 
ness like the South did, nobody 
understood southern labor like the 
South did, and the South had fixed 
things up. It had fixed things up for 
the rich white and the poor white 
and the Negro .... 

(And the rich white from the North 
went home and told folks about it. 
Those southerners may be touchy, 
but they know how to fix things. 
There's nothing that would help us 
more up here than to fix things the 
way they've fixed them. With the 
Negroes coming up now, we can do 
it, if we bring Jim Crow up with 
them. And the North listened, and it 
wasn't long before they too began to 
fix things ... ) 

Down South folks began keeping 
their bargain. They began keeping 
their bargain to segregate southern 
living. They segregated southern 
money from the poor white and they 
segregated southern manners from 
the rich white and they segregated 
southern churches from Christianity, 
and they segregated southern minds 
from honest thinking, and they segre- 
gated the Negro from everything. And 
it wasn't long before everybody knew 
about Jim Crow and talked about 
Jim Crow and thought about Jim 
Crow and Jim Crow took on a great 
importance. 

Jim Crow was the rich white's idea 
but the poor white got it working. 
The poor white put his mind on it 
and his time, for he had plenty of 
time when he didn't have a job, and 
he made it work. He had ways. 
Lynching was a good way, and so was 
flogging. Burning folks' houses was 
another way. And all these ways 
eased something inside the poor 
white, eased the feeling he had that 
he'd lost something, made him al- 
most believe he had found it . . . 
And sometimes it eased things in the 
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rich white's heart also. 
* On the other hand slavery continues. 
Harold Preece explains it in The 
Emancipator 

Oglethorpe County, Georgia, is 
named for General James Oglethorpe, 
who, in 1732, founded the State as a 
refuge for poor English debtors. But 
Oglethorpe County in 1940 is a 
prison for poor white and colored 
debtors. Colonies of those who have 
escaped from the barbarous cruelty 
of the Oglethorpe County landlords 
exist in Chicago, Baltimore, and Cin- 
cinnati. Tales told by these refugees 
--tales which rival the stories of 
escaping slaves in the days of the 
underground railway - have been 
verified and submitted by that new 
abolition agency: The Abolish-Peon- 
age Committee of the International 
Labor Defense. Legal action under 
the Federal peonage statutes is ex- 
pected. 

Oglethorpe County's uncrowned 
sovereign is William Tolliver Cun- 
ningham, known as "Cap'n Willie" to 
his terrified serfs, master of Sandy 
Cross Plantation, boss of county pol- 
itics in a section where no Negroes 
and very few whites vote because of 
poll tax requirements. Cap'n Willie's 
Lord High Executioner is the Sheriff, 
who tracks down Negroes escaping 
from Sandy Cross and sends them to 
break rocks on the chaingang until 
they promise to return to the planta- 
tion. Hired man to keep Cunningham 
out of jail is the attorney who owns 
a sizable chunk of Oglethorpe County 
real estate in his own right. Others 
who figure in this epic of the South 
are the landlords throughout Ogle- 
thorpe County, who tacitly support 
Cunningham either from common 
economic interest or from fear of 
reprisal. 

+ In the same periodical, Royal W. 
France talks of Florida 

The tourist passing along the wide 
streets of Winter Park and Orlando, 

bordered by tall and ancient oaks, 
with their well-tended lawns and 
handsome homes, with the architec- 
tural beauty of the newer buildings 
of Rollins College on Lake Virginia 
and with the evidences of wealth 
everywhere in powerful, shiny cars 
and well-dressed people who seem to 
have little to do but play golf or ten- 
nis or shuffle board in the sunshine, 
cannot fail to be impressed. When I 
was showing one such visitor about 
recently he suddenly asked, "But 
haven't you any slums?" The booster 
in me gave way to the student of 
economics and social behavior. I 
turned my car and drove across the 
railroad tracks. The contrast between 
the sections of the town devoted to 
the dwellings of the whites and "nig- 
gertown" as the section centering 
about Hannibal Square is politely 
called, was sufficiently startling to 
call for no comment. It cried out 
louder than words that a community 
in the South, predominantly north- 
ern, had found no better solution for 
the Negro problem than segregation 
in an unsanitary, unpainted and un- 
paved district that differed scarcely a 
whit from similar parts of the towns 
in Georgia, Alabama and the Caro- 
linas where the enlightening influence 
of the northern tourist has not 
penetrated. 

+ Georgia has had another spasm of 
"Prison Reform." The Atlanta Journal 
reviews the situation 

In 1866 the State of Georgia in- 
stituted the barbarism of the convict 
lease system. We turned our prison- 
ers over to contractors on the public 
works at so many dollars a head and 
let the contractors do with them, and 
to them, what they pleased. 

Five years later we changed the 
plan somewhat. We sold them for use 
in the coal mines, lumber camps, 
brick kilns and on the far-flung plan- 
tations. Some of Georgia's great for- 
tunes came from the utilization of 
these wards of society in a slavery 
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that was viciously cruel and de- 
grading. 

In 1880 the people began to be 
troubled. They were hearing whispers 
of barbarism. A legislative commit- 
tee investigated. It reported: "The 
system impinges with a crushing 
force upon the work of moral re- 
generation of the prisoners. The old 
felon who led a life of sin and de- 
generacy continues in the practice of 
his immorality. The youthful con- 
vict is chained by his side day by day, 
night after night, and is compelled to 
serve out his sentence under the pall 
of this evil influence. He naturally 
contracts the habits and vices of his 
companions and, at the end of his 
time, instead of being a reformed 
man, he is turned loose on society, 
trained in habits and practices that 
are destructive to everything that 
may be good." 

That was in 1880. It was not until 
1908-28 years later-that the peo- 
ple of Georgia waked from their 
slumber and demanded that the cor- 
rupt, brutal system of leasing con- 
victs be abolished. 

We flung off the thievery and graft- 
ing and the hideously cruel exploita- 
tion of the bodies of human beings to 
the destruction of their souls. We 
abolished a thing which scandalized 
the State in the eyes of the world. 
But we did not face the real issue 
that confronted our people. 

In the 35 years that have passed 
since the leasing was abolished, our 
penal system has never been anything 
but a sorry makeshift-wasteful of 
the money of the taxpayers and a 
menace to society. 

From time to time we are aroused 
out of our civic lethargy by such 
scandals as break through the silence 
that shrouds our convicts-things like 
the horrifying conditions found to 
exist at Tattnall, the "sweating" to 
death of a Negro in a North Georgia 
camp, the wholesale maiming of them- 
selves by prisoners who no longer 
can bear the cruelty to which they are 

subjected. But until now we have 
been disinclined to do anything that 
would treat the disease instead of the 
visible symptoms. 

+ James Boyd, a Southern "Liberal," 
tells in the Nation what Negroes should 
do about the race problem,-or rather 
what they should not do 

No honest American can be happy 
about the Negro's present lot or any- 
thing but contemptuous of the whites 
who would worsen or even stabilize 
it. But though Americans fought 
once to free the Negro from slavery, 
they will hardly fight again over the 
precise status of a race which in the 
seventy years since it was freed has 
shown an advance unparalleled in 
cultural history and which now oc- 
cupies positions of esteem in the arts 
and in some branches of learning, of 
rank in the army, and of influence in 
Congress. In this picture, it is true, 
there are plenty of gaps and inade- 
quacies to move a well-disposed white 
man to indignation and to further 
effort, but they are not sufficient, 
taken in their historical setting, to 
move him to a crusade. Except for 
problematical Communist support, 
the Negro would fight alone.... 

By the same token, if violence can 
advance his cause now, the Negro is 
justified in not stopping short of it, 
and, of course, he is justified in de- 
nouncing those who counsel modera- 
tion. But he should be sure of his 
strategy and realistic about where his 
present technique is leading him. As 
matters are developing, the attitude 
of some leaders and of most Negro 
newspapers, intentionally or not, is 
tending to produce a race war. If 
this attitude is intentional and if it 
is adopted by the Negro people, it 
will have to be justified by the re- 
sults. If it is not intentional and the 
war occurs as a sort of mass accident, 
the tragedy will be absolute. 

+ The New Leader warns the liberal 
white South 
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The "decency" of "decent" South- 
ern white people about which too 
many "decent" Southern editors have 
written has been very shallow and 
narrow. Too often, what is merely 
indifference and mental laziness is in- 
terpreted as a genuine and sympa- 
thetic tolerance carrying a sense of 
social responsibility. But the moment 
that such "decency" admits of a mod- 
ification of white, and a fundamental 
improvement of Negro, status, then 
the "decent" Southern white man sees 
the real implication of his beliefs. He 
is afraid, and is quick to recant. 

The Southern "liberals" of which 
there are few, were among the first 
to show their true colors after the 
outbreak of the war. Their watered 
and unmuscular energies were quick- 
ly turned to denials of the aims and 
programs proclaimed during peace- 
time. And their actions suggest the 
instability of their attitude, along 
with either their naivete or cringing 
lack of conviction. When some of 
their programs of more equitable 
training and employment opportuni- 
ties for Negroes approached realiza- 
tion in even the slightest degree in 
Southern war industries, they become 
apprehensive. They talked about the 
possibilities of violence and tension, 
and by their own talk and public dis- 
play of doubts, lent aid and comfort 
to those who made no pretense of 
"decency" or "liberalism," to those 
who organized for a systematic denial 
of the implications of a democratic 
war as far as the Negro was con- 
cerned. Their proclaimed immediate 
interest was in making changes in the 
pattern of race relations "gradual," 
in avoiding violence between racial 
groups, and in "protecting" the Ne- 
gro against the reactions of "ignor- 
ant" whites-by, in fact, "keeping 
the Negro in his place"--which was 
no different in its effects than what 
the most reactionary groups through- 
out the South proposed to do. 

Their behavior throughout, from 

the early panicky chastisements of 
John Temple Graves in his well-cir- 
culated columns, to Mark Etheridge's 
partially true, but appeasement- 
timed and appeasement- oriented, 
statement in Birmingham, and the 
more recent "view-with-alarm-and- 
regret" pronouncements of Ralph Mc- 
Gill, displays a fundamental inability 
to make up the mind, a confused fail- 
ure to align themselves with new focal 
forces in Southern life-the ever-in- 
creasing numerical and political 
strength of industrial workers and the 
emerging aware and articulate Negro 
groups. For it is among these peo- 
ple that the aims of the liberals, if 
they are honest, will find support, 
and it is against them that the priva- 
tions and violence which represent 
denials of the liberal's ends, will be 
practiced. 

VIOLENCE 
+ The recent race riots in the land and 
the threat of further violence has given 
rise to much discussion and analysis. 
Louis Martin in Common Ground an- 

alyzes the Detroit situation 
Here in the "arsenal of democ- 

racy" in World War II, are gathered 
important segments of all the racial 
and national groupings that make up 
America. Here one finds big and 
little islands of Americans of various 
descents - Polish, Negro, Italian, 
Hungarian, Jewish, Armenian-"hill- 
billies," and a few boulevards of 
bluebloods. 

In 1910 there were only 5,741 
Negroes in the city of Detroit. By 
1917 this figure had risen to 23,000, 
and today this city of nearly two mil- 
lions has a Negro population close to 
200,000. For a ten-year period al- 
most a hundred thousand in-migrants 
a year answered the call of the grow- 
ing auto industries for cheap labor. 
These laboring armies which included 
a cross section of practically all man- 
kind, came to help create the indus- 
trial miracle of mass production. . .. 
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The influx of Negroes into the 
North has gradually led to the uni- 
versal adoption of the southern in- 
strument of Negro control-forced 
segregation or Jim-Crowism. The 
Jim-Crow laws of the South have be- 
come in the main the unwritten laws 
of the North. 

+ Attorney-General Biddle actually pro- 
posed to stop Negroes from migrating 
out of the South, but soft-pedalled on 
account of the political situation. Mar- 
garet Marshall writes in the Nation of 
the Harlem outburst against property 

At the end of the last war Harlem 
had a population of some 125,000. 
Harlem was, indeed, created by 
World War I. There was a great mi- 
gration, carried north by the tide of 
industrial expansion which that war 
induced. It was, so to speak, a 
"healthy" migration. There were jobs 
at the end of the trek. And the peo- 
ple who came to Harlem during those 
years were assimilated, at least into 
their city within a city. 

In 1943 Harlem has a population 
of some 400,000; and a great many 
of the people who have contributed 
to this increase, particularly in the 
last ten years, headed north in other, 
rather ill-starred migrations, propel- 
led by depression. They came look- 
ing for jobs, to be sure, but also for 
relief from hunger and eviction and 
all the other ills that Negroes in the 
South are heir to. It stands to rea- 
son that many of them were malad- 
justed, subjectively as well as objec- 
tively, in their native communities. 
In Harlem they found, perhaps not 
jobs, perhaps only a bed in some 
relative's already over-crowded flat, 
but a kind of freedom with poverty 
in a huge city-which is a perfect 
set-up for hoodlumism. 

+ Meantime in an English army camp, 
Reinhold Niebuhr heard some soldiers 
asking questions of their officers 

The first question in this discussion 

period came from a sergeant. "Do 
you think," he asked, "that white na- 
tions that allow conditions which pro- 
duce Detroit race riots are capable 
of reconstructing the world in such 
a way that the colored nations will 
have their just place in the scheme 
of things?" The question led to some 
critical estimates of the virtues and 
capacities for world statesmanship to 
be found in the United Nations. I 
sought in the discussion to discover 
whether the remarks were primarily 
of British resentment against color 
prejudice in the American army or 
an indication of a wholesome sense 
of the common guilt of all the white 
nations. I discovered that both moods 
were present in fairly equal pro- 
portions. 

+ Earl Browder, Communist, has had 
a rare chance to talk to the nation at 
this time. In a preface to a forth-com- 

ing book, he says 
The doctrine of racial superiority, 

in all its forms and consequences, is 
definitely enlisted in this war on the 
side of Hitler. In all its manifesta- 
tions it works for Hitler. If we want 
victory in this war, then we must fight 
against and destroy this agency of 
the enemy within our ranks. This is 
a war question, a matter of life-or- 
death for our nation. All easy-going 
and tolerant approaches to it are con- 
tributions to Hitler. 

The face of this Hitler agency is 
most clearly revealed in examples 
such as that of Gerald L. K. Smith 
and his "America First" Party in De- 
troit and vicinity (and being spread 
to other centers). This Nazi-imitator 
and follower rallied over a hundred 
thousand votes in the Michigan Re- 
publican Party primaries. He main- 
tains close relations with the noto- 
rious Father Coughlin, and all other 
native fascists, and with Harry Ben- 
nett, chief executive of the Henry 
Ford organization. He has gathered 
into his Party all the remnants of 
the old Ku Klux Klan and Black Le- 
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gion. He spreads the most virulent 
forms of race prejudice along with 
anti-communism, in an open and fla- 
grant defeatist agitation against the 
war. As an interesting sidelight on 
the far-flung ramifications of the 
anti-victory conspiracy, it should be 
noted that Gerald Smith has found 
one of his most effective instruments 
in a book, written by a leading light 
in the so-called "right wing" of the 
American Labor Party of New York, 
The Red Decade by Eugene Lyons, a 
book highly praised also by Radio 
Berlin at the time it was published. 

+ In the very capital of the nation the 
fear of race violence is wide-spread. 
The New York Times reports 

On the whole, the Washington Ne- 
gro community is further advanced 
on most fronts than any other in the 
country. Negroes here are, for the 
most part, middle-class people, well 
employed and schooled. Most of 
those who were brought up in Wash- 
ington have been through high school, 
and many have been graduated from 
college. ... 

This is not to say there is not pov- 
erty and ignorance among Washing- 
ton's colored minority. There are 
Negro slums in side streets within the 
very shadow of the Capitol dome 
which, for filth and misery, would 
compare with the worst in the coun- 
try; also the social and intellectual 
level of the Negro population as a 
whole is still far below that of the 
whites. 

There is in Washington a sizable 
colony of national Negro leaders, 
highly intelligent and educated men 
and women, who, whether they are 
employed in regular pursuits or not, 
are constantly in the lead seeking 
better conditions for their people. 
The most immediate evidence of the 
result of their efforts naturally shows 
up in Washington. The new frictions 
caused thereby also develop quickly 
here. 

In racial relations, the civil com- 

munity of Washington follows largely 
a "Southern," or "Jim Crow" for- 
mula. There is no segregation on 
busses and street cars, but equal priv- 
ileges end about there. 

Negroes go to separate schools 
from the whites. They are not ad- 
mitted to hotels and restaurants 
which cater to white people, other 
than to Government cafeterias and 
the Union Station. They are not ad- 
mitted to the regular theatres and 
only rarely to concerts. 

Washington civic leaders see no 
immediate cause for overt trouble be- 
tween Negroes and whites. Most of 
them are convinced, however, that 
matters cannot be allowed simply to 
drift. 

"We have welling up here an ir- 
resistible force among the Negroes 
for their rights," said one white lead- 
er. "It is being generated by causes 
as natural as the rising of the sun. 
It is directed by people of great in- 
telligence and increasing daring. The 
force is increasing to the point where 
we have to consider a basic law of 
physics. That force is going to burst 
out somewhere unless the white com- 
munity adjusts itself to it." 

+ A committee headed by William 
Allan Neilson, President- emeritus of 
Smith College, and signed by Senator 

Capper, President Conant of Harvard, 
President Graham of the University of 
North Carolina, William Allen White, 
Booth Tarkington and many others, says 

Every American who loves our 
nation and respects the principles 
upon which it was founded must have 
been shocked and dismayed by the 
recent race riot in Detroit, Mich. 

The shock was all the greater be- 
cause our country is now in the midst 
of a struggle of life and death with 
the Axis powers, whose avowed ob- 
ject is the destruction of democracy 
and the enthronement of dictatorships 
run on the "master race" theory. 

The Detroit riot embodied many of 
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the practices which have been asso- 
ciated with Nazi Germany and her 
partner, the Japanese Empire. Here 
race was pitted against race. Blood- 
shed and destruction ruled one of our 
great cities for days. Hatred held 
sway. Not until Federal troops were 
brought in was order restored. 

We know that decent Americans 
abhor riots. We believe that our 
country, engaged in a war to uphold 
decency and humanity and democ- 
racy throughout the world, does not 
intend that these things shall be 
denied any American, Negro or white. 

In a statement on July 20, Presi- 
dent Roosevelt declared that the re- 
cent outbreaks of violence "endanger 
our national unity and comfort our 
enemies." With this we wholly agree, 
and wish to add that not only do 
these riots injure America in its pres- 
ent fight for life, but threaten the 
very foundation of the Republic it- 
self. Unchecked, they may well bring 
down in ruin our Constitution, our 
Bill of Rights and our Declaration of 
Independence, along with man's best 
hope for a government of freedom, 
dignity and security regardless of 
race, creed or color. 

We call, therefore, upon our Presi- 
dent and our Governments, Federal, 
State and local, to use all wisdom to 
prevent a repetition of the horrors of 
Detroit elsewhere in our country. We 
call upon our people of every race, 
color, station and section to use all 
foresight in creating the atmosphere 
in which no battles between our peo- 
ple can occur. 

THE RAILROADS 
+ In the face of all this, perhaps the 
most disquieting revelation is that of 
the attitude of the railroads and the 
railway unions toward Negroes. An- 
swering the investigation of the Presi- 
dent's Fair Employment Practice Com- 
mittee, the railroad presidents with one 

exception blandly admitted discriminat- 

ing openly against employing Negroes 
in certain jobs and against treating 
them like whites 

In dealing with these problems, the 
South has adopted by law the solu- 
tion of segregation of the races. The 
railroads are not responsible for that 
solution and cannot undertake to pass 
upon or question its wisdom. They 
must adapt their operations and prac- 
tices to that solution as best they can, 
or they will fail in their essential 
function as common carriers. 

The agreements with labor organi- 
zations (openly approving discrim- 
inatory exclusions of Negroes) placed 
before this committee have been ar- 
rived at by processes under the Rail- 
way Labor Act and earlier controll- 
ing United States labor laws, often 
with governmental assistance and ap- 
proval. They were made in the light 
of the social environment as it exists, 
and deal realistically with racial 
problems. The railroads are not at 
liberty to disregard or violate those 
agreements. . . 
The railway unions made no reply 

whatsoever, and the Associated Press, 
most of the other press associations and 
most of the daily newspapers ignored 
the hearings almost completely. The 
freedom of the press in the United 
States is thus revealed! 

THE AMERICAN BAR 
ASSOCIATION 

+ In 1912, the American Bar Associa- 
tion at its annual meeting passed the 
following resolution 

Resolved, that as it has never been 
contemplated that members of the 
colored race should become members 
of this association, the several local 
councils are directed that if at any 
time any of them shall recommend 
a person of the colored race for mem- 
bership they shall accompany the 
recommendation with a statement of 
the fact that he is of such race. 
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This gave the South a chance to veto 
any such nomination, which it proceed- 
ed invariably to do for thirty years. 
Then Francis E. Rivers, Yale graduate, 
then Assistant District Attorney in New 
York State, and now a city judge; cap- 
tain in the A. E. F., and incidentally of 
Negro descent, applied for admission. 
He was not accepted. Thereupon sev- 
eral distinguished lawyers resigned; the 
New York County Lawyers Association 
took the matter up. The American Bar 
Association, still refusing to elect Riv- 
ers, hastily elected a colored judge of 
New York to membership. The Board 
of Governors of the American Bar As- 
sociation 

amended its by-laws to require four, 
instead of two, adverse votes, to black- 
ball a proposed member, and in a 
resolution decreed that neither "race, 
creed, nor color" should be a deter- 
mining factor in membership. 

+ Behind all this Vice-President Wal- 
lace, despite his repudiation by the 
President, comes out with this state- 
ment in his July 25th speech 

We cannot fight to crush Nazi bru- 
tality abroad and condone race riots 
at home. Those who fan the fires of 
racial clashes for the purpose of mak- 
ing political capital here at home are 
taking the first step toward nazism. 

We cannot plead for equality of 
opportunity for peoples everywhere 
and overlook the denial of the right 
to vote for millions of our own peo- 
ple. Every citizen of the United 
States, without regard to color or 
creed, whether he resides where he 
was born, or whether he has moved 
to a great defense center or to a fight- 
ing front, is entitled to cast his vote. 
And I sure hope he does! 

+ The most extraordinary case of judi- 
cial miscarriage comes from California, 
which has rather more than its share of 

this sort of thing. A petition is being 
circulated which makes the following 
statement 

We, the undersigned, respectfully 
petition the Governor of the State of 
California, to grant an immediate and 
unconditional pardon to Festus Lewis 
Coleman, young San Francisco Negro 
now serving 65 years in San Quentin 
for "rape and robbery." 

No evidence of robbery, no gun and 
no money, were found on Mr. Cole- 
man. There was no evidence of rape on 
his person or his clothing, and the 
prosecution witnesses "forgot" the 
names of two hospitals where the girl 
was examined. Yet in less than two 
days, in secret trial before an all-white 
jury, before a judge whose prejudicial 
remarks fill the record, on the basis of 
inherently improbable testimony, with 
a defense lawyer who has since been 
disbarred for moral turpitude, Mr. 
Coleman was convicted. In the legal 
opinion of Judge Ray Peters, presid- 
ing Justice of the District Court of Ap- 
peals, the prosecutor was guilty of 
"error of the most prejudicial char- 
acter." 

During these critical days of war, 
when the United States is fighting the 
vicious racial doctrines of Hitler 
Germany on the battlefields of the 
world, it is imperative that the civil 
rights of Negro Americans be pro- 
tected. 

A letter accompanying this statement 
gives the following additional facts 

Mr. Coleman was rushed to San 
Quentin for 65 years as a result of a 
fight which arose when he resented 
the insults of an army officer whom he 
accidentally stumbled upon in the 
park as the officer lay on a blanket 
with a seventeen-year-old high school 
girl. Mr. Coleman was beaten up, 
dragged to the police station and ac- 
cused of "rape and robbery" and sex- 
ual perversion. No evidence of rob- 
bery, neither gun nor stolen money, 
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was found on M. Coleman. There was 
no evidence of rape on his person or 
clothing and the prosecution witness- 
es "forgot" the names of two hospitals 
where the girl was examined. Yet in 
less than two days, as the result of a 
secret trial which featured - a sneer- 
ing and prejudiced judge, an all- 
white jury, an incompetent lawyer 
who has since been disbarred for 
moral turpitude, a prosecutor whom 
even the attorney general admitted 
was guilty of legal error, Festus Cole- 
man was found guilty on three counts. 

+ South Today says 
There are some things we white 

folks can't say today. Defending the 
place we've given the Negro in our 
American democracy is one of these 
things. It is better not to try. The time 
for talk has passed. 

Nobody now wants to hear about 
the sweetness of sugar; all a body 
wants is a ration book. The Negro 
knows how sweet democracy is. ie 
doesn't need to hear talk about it. The 
Negro wants his ration book for de- 
mocracy. He wants the same size 
book you have and I have. That is 
all he wants. That is all he asks for. 
Are we going to give it to him? 

+ Langston Hughes has a parody on 
"Old Black Joe": 

Manly, good natured, smiling and 
gay, 

My sky is sometimes cloudy 
But it won't stay that way. 
I'm comin', I'm comin'- 
But my head AIN'T bending low! 
I'm walking proud! I'm speaking out 

loud! 
I'm America's Young Black Joe! 

RUSSIA 
+ Madame Litvinov, British born wife 
of the former Russian Ambassador to 
the United States, says in a letter to 
P.M. 

I cannot feel that racial minorities 
in the U. S. A. have as yet won the 
fair treatment which racial minority 
groups enjoy in the USSR. After all, 
Moscow has no segregated districts 
or schools and the idea of places of 
entertainment to which certain races 
could not find access would simply 
not be understood there. 

My children, all through their 
school years, brought home friends 
coming from all over the USSR of 
every shade or color and type of fea- 
ture. Indeed, children and students 
from the Kirghiz Soviet Socialist Re- 
public, Uzbekistan and the tundras 
enjoy a special prestige among their 
comrades. When the school which my 
daughter attended as a child was or- 
ganizing excursions for Summer 
every class fought for the privilege 
of taking Jim, an American Negro 
child, with them. 

"Is that because you want to show 
Jim to people?" I asked. 

"No," said 10-year-old Tanya 
proudly. "We all want to be the ones 
to show our country to Jim." 

+ Alexey Tolstoy says in an open letter 
The Soviet literary movement con- 

stituted a rennaissance for the peo- 
ples of Central Asia, a rebirth of na- 
tional cultures after centuries of al- 
most complete silence. The literatures 
of the Uzbeks and Kazakhs have in 
the years preceding the war been en- 
riched, in addition to their indige- 
nous poetical genre, also by the story, 
novel and drama. The same may be 
said of the literatures of the Tadjiks, 
Turkmenians, Kirghizians, Kara-Kal- 
paks and the nationalities of Dag- 
hestan. 

The literatures of the "small na- 
tionalities," those who count their age 
in two or three decades, have been 
wholly created by the October revo- 
lution. Such are the literatures of 
Bashkiria, Chuvashia, Komi, Mari, 
Yakutia, Mordovia, Kabardino-Bolk- 
aria, and other nationalities and 
tribes. 
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Two factors are to be noted in the 
development of the literatures of our 
nationalities. First, the recrudescence 
and the unprecedented blossoming of 
the peoples' oral creative art. Sec- 
ond, the development of new, hereto- 
fore little known to them, literary 
forms, such as the novel, story, drama 
and the scenario. The Russian lan- 
guage played a tremendous role in 
the development of these forms. Rus- 
sian has become the second mother 
tongue of the literary intelligentsia of 
the Soviet peoples. 

Of significant importance for the 
development of the national litera- 
tures is the continuity through suc- 
cession of the national cultures; the 
popular editions in national lan- 
guages and in Russian translation of 
the national classics and epics, such 
as "Nazami," "Navoi," "The Knight 
in the Tiger Skin," "David Sussun- 
sky," "Jangar" and "Manas." 

+ In the much discussed manifesto is- 
sued by the Free German Committee in 
Moscow, the race issue is openly met 
in the proposed post-war government 
for Germany 

This means a strong democratic 
power that will have nothing in com- 
mon with the helpless Weimar re- 
gime; a democracy that will be im- 
placable, that will ruthlessly suppress 
any attempt at new plots against the 
rights of free people or against Euro- 
pean peace. 

It means the annulment of all laws 
based on national and racial hatred; 
of all orders of the Hitlerite regime 
that degrade our people; the annul- 
ment of all measures of the Hitlerite 
authorities directed against freedom 
and human dignity. 

ASIA 
+ Canada has come forward to reas- 
sure Asia and Africa. In the Employees 
Cherrier House Organ of the Canadian 
Car Munition Plant, Quebec, May 21, 
a plea for blood donors is strengthened 

by this statement 
Your blood will not be used to save 

lives of Chinese and Negroes but will 
serve here in Canada, if ever we 
undergo air raids or other war ca- 
lamities. 
Attitudes like that here indicated are 

of sinister import. Louis Fischer writes 
an open letter to Winston Churchill, on 
his last visit to America 

The American public was greatly 
impressed with your declaration in 
London, on November 10, 1942, "We 
mean to hold our own." You added, 
"I have not become the King's First 
Minister in order to preside at the 
liquidation of the British Empire." 
If the British continue to hold India, 
the empire will not be liquidated. But 
if you go on holding India, how can 
India become independent? Is there 
not a sharp contradiction between the 
Cripps offer of independence to India 
and your subsequent statement that 
you propose to hold India? This dis- 
crepancy might incline some persons 
to conclude that your government did 
not intend the Cripps offer to lead to 
Indian independence. 
The extraordinary action of the Brit- 

ish courts in India on the imprisonment 
of Indian leaders deserves publicity. The 
legality of this action was taken to the 
Federal Court, and 

the detention law was held invalid 
on the ground that the authority to 
send people to jail had been delegated 
too carelessly to subordinate officials. 

Immediately Viscount Linlithgow, 
the Viceroy, exercising his power to 
legislate, amended the law so that pro- 
vincial governments must be "satis- 
fied" in arresting a man that his de- 
tention was necessary for the safety 
of India. 

Appeals were brought immediately 
challenging the Viceroy's right to re- 
vise statutes originally drafted by the 
Indian Legislature. 

But India's highest tribunal, Fed. 
eral Court, upheld the right of the 
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British Viceroy to keep Mohandas 
K. Gandhi and other political prison- 
ers in jail without trial, but con- 
demned the way the detention law 
had been applied in Bengal, India's 
biggest province. 
Herbert L. Matthews, writing of the 

Central Provinces of India, says in the 
New York Times 

Around here they work for the gov- 
ernment, cutting valuable teakwood, 
which is used for many war purposes. 
It is hard work for little pay. They 
earn from three to five annas a day, 
roughly 6 to 10 cents, they told the 
writer. That is normal pay for un- 
skilled labor in poverty-ridden India. 

"We can't get enough to eat," one 
of them said. "The prices of meat 
and corn are so high that we can't 
pay for much." 

Then he said something that 
showed the simple sense of social 
justice 

"Every man ought to make enough 
to buy himself two measures (about 
four pounds) of wheat a day." . . 

Many millions of Indians are say- 
ing the same thing now. One may 
draw either of two conclusions for 
political argument. 

The British may say: "You can see 
these people don't want independ- 
ence; they want only food and cloth- 
ing." 

But the Indians can and do say: 
"You see how miserable they are 
after two hundred years of British 
rule. If India were free, we would 
see to it that these people had enough 
to eat and wear." 

+ The Netherlands propaganda efforts 
in America, would have us believe in 
the essential benevolence of Dutch rule 
in the East Indies. Hart, chairman of 
the Board for the Netherland Indies, 
has issued a pamphlet, "Towards Eco- 
nomic Democracy in the Netherlands 
Indies." It is an attack on Japan, but 
asks frankly, from an American point 

of view 
"What have you Dutch been doing 

in the Indies, anyhow, all these 
years? I'm not talking about bygone 
ages when we killed off Redskins 
ourselves and brought Africans as 
slaves to these shores, nor even about 
the last century when we had to fight 
a brutal civil war to get those slaves 
liberated. No, I mean after we West- 
erners became awake to the plight 
of the colored races. Have you just 
been going on planting rubber, dredg- 
ing for tin, boring for oil, making 
money, and 'keeping the natives in 
their place,' as the term is?" 

Such questions are neither unusual 
nor unnatural these days, and I am 
not quite sure that all my country- 
men would have sufficient knowledge 
of facts to stand up to any kind of 
cross-examination on this subject. ... 

During the last century, and also 
during the present one, a long battle 
had to be fought against the forces 
of conservatism, cautiousness and 
tradition before the present policy of 
political, economic and social emanci- 
pation of the Indies and of the Indo- 
nesians became the lodestar of gov- 
ernment. That policy stands for de- 
velopment of the Indies by the peo- 
ples of the Indies for the peoples of 
the Indies, with such assistance as 
the Dutch can and for the time being 
must give in order to attain a fully 
representative and responsible na- 
tional partnership within the realm 
of the Netherlands. 
Dispatches from Australia say 

When Gen. Douglas MacArthur 
launches the offensive to reconquer 
the Netherlands Indies a staff of 
Netherland experts will be ready to 
follow the Allied forces into each is- 
land and re-establish civil adminis- 
tration. 

The nucleus of this staff is being 
built up at a school established by 
the Netherlands authorities here 
which has begun a course of training 
for fifty students drawn from all parts 
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of the world. Graduates will be ready 
to relieve the military command of 
many of the burdens imposed by un- 
familiarity with native languages and 
customs and provide political and 
geographical information upon which 
further operational plans can be 
based.... 

Nearly all the pre-war Netherlands 
Government representatives among 
the Indonesians are now in Japanese 
hands. They were ordered to stay at 
their posts as garrison after garrison 
fell and to do what remained in their 
power to get fair treatment for the 
native population. 

When the stage of counter-invasion 
is reached much will depend for the 
Allies on the reaction of the 70,000,- 
000 Indonesians after years of Japa- 
nese rule, points out Geoffrey Tebbutt 
in an article in the Melbourne Herald. 

"Whether this reaction is passive 
or takes the form of active co-opera- 
tion with the return of white power," 
he says, "it will be imperative for the 
military force to be supplemented by 
civilian agencies with an understand- 
ing approach. This is a great prob- 
lem." 
But Harry Paxton Howard, writing 

in Common Sense, says 
In Indonesia, the situation was 

more comparable to that in Sicily, 
with a general welcome to the Japa- 
nese invaders but with little effective 
support. Most Indonesians are Mos- 
lems, not Buddhists like the Japanese 
and Burmese. But they had no love 
for the Dutch, though the latter have 
been much less arrogant masters 
than the British. Indonesian political 
leaders have for years found inspira- 
tion in the status of the Philippine 
Commonwealth. In 1940, their out- 
standing leader, Thamrin, secretly of- 
fered full native cooperation to the 
American government if, by diplo- 
matic pressure on the Dutch, we 
would peacefully take over the islands 
with their great tin, rubber, and oil 
resources. His idea was to establish 

an Indonesian Commonwealth on the 
model of the Philippines, with native 
defense forces. These Moslems are 
among the finest fighting men in the 
world. The Dutch have never dared 
to put arms in their hands. 

Our government was not interested 
in the 73,000,000 Indonesian people. 
We preferred their Dutch masters, 
and the Dutch learned of the offer. 
Thamrin was put under arrest. He 
died under arrest. The Indonesian 
people had their reply-from us and 
from the Dutch. And they did not 
hesitate to reach an agreement with 
the Japanese. Indonesian fighting 
forces are being trained under native 
graduates of the new military acad- 
emy. 

+ China is not happy at the attitude of 
the Allies toward Asia. This is shown 
in Lin Yu T'ang's recent book. It is also 
shown in the words of other Chinese 
observers. One Chinese writes anony- 
mously in the Nation 

For the sake of maintaining the 
United Nations front, responsible 
Chinese are now suppressing any out- 
cry for a change; but if the colonial 
powers, especially the British, should 
remain diehard, as has been indicated 
by the recent speeches of Churchill 
and by the London Times editorials 
in reply to Willkie's demand for an 
elucidation of British policy, then I 
believe that trouble between the Chi- 
nese and the British is inevitable 
when the war is over. In responsible 
Chinese circles there is not the slight- 
est ambition to acquire any of the 
former colonies of the British, French, 
and Dutch empires in the Far East, 
with the sole exception of Hongkong. 
But the Chinese do want to see these 
colonies placed under international 
control, with the former colonial 
powers and also China itself, which 
has an interest in these areas because 
of the enormous number of Chinese 
emigrants settled in them, acting as 
dominant administrators. 
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Concerning the future of Japan 
there is a great deal of controversy 
here. The reasoning of one school is 
not very different from that of the 
French after the last war with respect 
to the Germans. The Chinese are 
afraid of Japan and want to prevent 
it from remaining a military and in- 
dustrial power. The other view, to 
which I subscribe, is that such a re- 
pressive policy is unworkable. After 
disarming Japan we should let it con- 
tinue as an industrial and seafaring 
power so that it can maintain its pros- 
perity and live at peace with its 
neighbors. It would be wishful think- 
ing to claim that this view is in the 
ascendancy. Nevertheless, I am con- 
fident that it will prevail if China is 
convinced that the Anglo-Saxon pow- 
ers will not play the game of main- 
taining a strong Japan to serve as a 
check on a possible Chinese Yellow 
Peril. 

+ The discriminating American laws 

against the Chinese are a continual sore 

spot. Bruno Lasker writes in the New 

Republic 
What is needed now, and imme- 

diately, is a relatively simple law, de- 
claring null and void anything in our 
immigration and naturalization laws 
that contains an element of discrimi- 
nation against members of any race 
or nationality, and against persons 
originating in a given geographical 
area, irrespective of their national 
affiliation. The status of the Japanese 
and of Japanese Americans would 
not be affected by such a law. But 
its favorable effect on our military 
co-operation with the colored peoples 
of the world can hardly be exagger- 
ated. At least, so we may conclude 
from the observations of many 
Americans recently returned from 
India, China, Australia, Africa and, 
not least, Latin America. Nothing 
but a gesture? True. But this is a 
war in which gestures of democratic 
intent will save lives and speed 
victory. 

+ The riddle of Australia does not 
make the Asiatic puzzle easier to loose. 
The New York Times says 

Why has Australia only 7,000,000 
inhabitants? That is a question 
which has been frequently asked. The 
area of Australia is almost exactly 
the same as that of the Continental 
United States, though many circum- 
stances militate against pressing that 
comparison too far. A very large 
part of the interior of Australia is 
desert. The country's natural riches 
in the aggregate are not to be com- 
pared with our own. Australia is 
three or four times as far as we are 
from Europe as a source of immigra- 
tion. Nevertheless, when all is said 
and done, people have always felt 
that Australia could sustain a much 
larger population if policy did not 
decide otherwise. 

Whose policy is chiefly responsible 
for keeping Australia under - popu- 
lated? Primarily it has been Labor 
policy. Usually the purpose has been 
described as preserving a White Aus- 
tralia. Actually, national sentiment 
has been hostile to immigration of 
any kind. 

+ The appointment of Lord Mountbat- 
ten as allied commander in southeast- 
ern Asia arouses Agnes Smedley in the 
New York Herald-Tribune 

I have lived in Asia for years, and 
the problem of Asia is not merely 
military, but primarily political. Per- 
haps some members of the ruling 
class of Britain wish one of their fav- 
orite old-school-tie sons to be glam- 
ourized during the war; and perhaps 
British rubber, tin, oil and shipping 
interests will sleep better if a lord is 
supreme commander in Burma. But 
from the viewpoint of the Chinese 
armies who will fight in Burma, from 
the viewpoint of the Americans, and 
from the viewpoint of the actualities 
in Burma, I consider Mountbatten's 
appointment as a political one in the 
interests of the British only. I won- 
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der if Australian and New Zealand 
soldiers, or even the common British 
soldiers, will welcome the appoint- 
ment. 

Any one with the slightest knowl- 
edge of Burma and the Far East will 
know that Burma was lost to the Al- 
lied nations because of political fac- 
tors. Even the books written on the 
previous Burma campaign, such as 
Belden's "Retreat with Stilwell," re- 
corded these facts. The Burmese peo- 
ple hate the British; and Burmese 
civilians even killed Chinese soldiers 
in Burma because they were fighting 
for the British. We don't like it, but 
thousands of Burmese students rallied 
to the Japanese and fought in the 
"Burma Freedom Army" because the 
Japanese had learned enough political 
warfare from the Chinese to fight 
under the slogan of "Freedom for 
Burma" and "Down With the Brit- 
ish!" The Japanese, of course, merely 
take the place of the British, but they 
have perhaps learned enough from 
China to avoid some of their mur- 
derous mistakes in that country. We 
have no reason to believe that the 
Burmese will not fight as they fought 
before. And we must not forget that 
the Japanese could never have con- 
quered Burma without the help of 
the Burmese people who believed 
Japanese slogans against white-man 
imperialism. 

+ Mahatma Gandhi's last word to reach 
America is dated July 18: 

The first thing that everyone has to 
consider for himself is whether Do- 
minion Status of the Westminster va- 
riety can be acceptable to India. If it 
has not become a myth already, it 
will be at the end of the war. Britain, 
herself, victorious or defeated, will 
never be the same as she has been for 
these few hundred years. But this 
much is certain that her defeat, if it 
must come, will certainly be glorious. 
If she is defeated, she will be because 
no other power similarly situated 

could have avoided defeat. I cannot 
say the same of her victory. It will be 
bought by a progressive adoption of 
the same means as the totalitarian 
states have adopted. I must say with 
the deepest pain that British statesmen 
have rejected the only moral influence 
they could easily have got from the 
Congress to turn the scales in Britain's 
favor. 

AFRICA 

+ There is war in Africa. The ill- 
starred attempt to take Dakar was not 
so much an effort to get a valuable 

port, as it was to control the thousands 
of Senegalese troops, usually admitted 
to be the best fighting men in the world 
for certain kinds of warfare. The black 

governor of Chad, Felix Eboue, former- 

ly governor of Quadeloupe, is said to 
have revolted sometime ago against the 

Vichy government. On the other hand 
the government at Vichy has revived 
the old idea of a Trans-Saharan Railway 
linking the fertile Niger Valley with 
the Mediterranean. 

"The Niger Valley has possibilities 
of exporting 1,000,000 tons of food- 
stuffs and oils annually within twen- 
ty years," said M. Bertholet. "The 
railway is an economic as well as 
military necessity of capital interest 
to our African empire." 

The railway would run from Gao 
and Bamako in French West Africa 
to Oran, Algeria, on the Mediter- 
ranean coast. 

+ The contrast between West Africa 
and South Africa is pointed out in an 

interesting manner in a letter written 
by an African from the Gold Coast to 
Senator Rheinallt Jones, of South Africa 

Before I sailed for South Africa on 
July 13th, 1938, I was aware of the 
existence of a strong colour bar in 
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that country and so I was armed with 
letters of introduction to a number of 
highly-placed gentlemen, but I am 
sorry to say that all those precautions 
failed to ease the anxious situation in 
which I found myself on arrival at 
Cape Town. 

I may perhaps add that the racial 
situation in South Africa extended, 
at the time I travelled, as far as the 
harbour at Accra so far as ships 
bound for the Union were concerned, 
because when I boarded the ship 
which carried me to Cape Town, I ful- 
ly paid for and presented a first-class 
passage ticket, but the Captain frank- 
ly told me that he had a number of 
South Africans travelling in the same 
class and he certainly could not put 
me among them. I was therefore 
obliged to travel in an old disused, 
insect-infested sailor's cabin placed 
immediately between the latrine and 
bath-houses and next to the engine 
room. The awful stench emanating 
from those apartments throughout the 
voyage could not be exaggerated. 
This was an early warning of what 
I expected to meet in Cape Town 
where, in spite of passenger ships 
sailing to England at the rate of over 
four per day, I was obliged to remain 
one whole month waiting for a steam- 
er because God in His wisdom clothed 
me with a black skin. 

I was not able to penetrate into the 
hinterland of the Union, where I un- 
derstood the colour bar is intensely 
strong, but I found from my four 
weeks' stay in Cape Town that the 
South African native or the coloured 
man for that matter is in a most de- 
plorable state. 

The only job I saw natives doing in 
Cape Town was wielding pick-axes 
and shovels and repairing streets. I 
did not see an educated African at a 
desk doing clerical work as we have 
it in West Africa. 

I was surprised when in Cape Town 
I found such jobs as office messengers, 

train guards, railway engine-drivers, 
police constables, prison warders, 
clerical jobs, railway ticket sellers, 
porters, stationmasters, carpenters, 
masons and other jobs too many to 
mention, being done by white men. 

In West Africa all these jobs are 
done by Africans and not only these 
but there are African Judges who, 
where necessary, sit on the same 
bench with European Chief Justices 
and Judges on appeals to a higher tri- 
bunal. There is an African Provincial 
Surveyor, Police, Magistrates, Deputy 
Director of Education, Medical Of- 
ficers, Assistant Colonial Secretaries, 
in nearly every senior division post 
held by a European.... 

+ The economic situation in the Union 
of South Africa is shown by notes in 
the Race Relations News 

The following figures are extracted 
from the annual report of the Wit- 
watersrand Native Labour Association 
for 1939 

The total number of natives em- 
ployed by members of the Witwaters- 
rand Native Labour Association, in- 
cluding all the major gold mining 
companies of the Witwatersrand and 
some collieries, was, at the end of 
1939, approximately 320,000. The 
average for the year was 331,000. 

Miss M. Janisch, Research and Wel- 
fare Officer in the Non-European and 
Native Affairs Department of the 
Johannesburg Municipality, mentions 
in her section of the department's last 
annual report, on the authority of the 
Native Commissioner of Rustenburg, 
that seventy-five per cent of the able- 
bodied men from that district go to 
the Reef for work and retire between 
the ages of thirty-five and forty, gen- 
erally physically exhausted; also that 
about fifty per cent of the native 
girls from the Rustenburg town area 
go to Johannesburg, from where al- 
most all return with babies, who are 
left with the girls' grandparents. 
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Native crime on the Witwatersrand is 

greatly increasing. In 1938 there were 
more arrests in this area than the total 
number of Negro inhabitants and the 

juvenile crime is especially alarming. 
The reasons for this, however, are clear: 
ninety-five per cent of the convictions 
are not for real crime but for the illegal 
possession of liquor, which the natives 
do not regard as a crime; for infringe- 
ment of the ridiculous native pass laws 
and non-payment of taxes, etc. The 
cause of the really criminal offenses 
is poverty. It has been shown that a 
native family of five persons in a city 
cannot live decently on less than thirty- 
two dollars a month. Very few native 
families can earn any such sum. The 

average wage is less than twenty dollars 
a month. 

+ The problem of arming South African 
natives for the war is agitating the 
Union. Four thousand natives are being 
recruited for service as special guards 
but are not armed. In 1883 there was a 
Zululand native police with arms but it 
was finally disbanded in 1906. On the 
other hand, in Northern Rhodesia, there 
is an African regiment with white of- 
ficers. 
+ To study and take action on such 
situations there is the Council of the 
South African Institute of Race Rela- 
tions which meets every six months. One 
who attended the meeting in January 
says 

Features of the January meeting 
were the sustained interest of those 
present in the whole work of the In- 
stitute; the outstanding contributions 
on special subjects made by leading 
authorities each in his field, and the 
purposefulness of the discussions. 
There was no vehemence and no 

wasteful talk. Emotion was felt, not 
paraded. 

If these were the most outstanding 
features of the meeting, its most ar- 
resting note, one that was struck 
again and again, was the conscious- 
ness of the essential oneness of the 
threefold adversary; fear, prejudice, 
and intolerance, and the need for a 
corresponding wholeness of view and 
unity of purpose in the forces of 
righteousness. The conviction was 
voiced-and by none more earnestly 
than by the youngest members, some 
representing student bodies- that 
fear, prejudice, and intolerance, 
whether directed against African, In- 
dian, Coloured, Jew, Afrikander, or 
Briton, are in essence the same, how- 
ever differently they manifest them- 
selves. 

ETHIOPIA 

+ Ethiopia is again stretching out her 
hands to Great Britain and Europe. She 
remembers today the cynical remarks of 
Mussolini's son, Vittorio 

who published his impressions in a 
book entitled "Flights Over Ethiopian 
Mountain Ranges," found the war a 
period of "magnificent sport." "One 
group of horsemen," he wrote, "gave 
me the impression of a budding rose 
unfolding as the bomb fell in their 
midst and blew them up. It was ex- 
ceptionally good fun." 
But present conditions are not satis- 

factory. The London Leader says 
British influence is, by agreement, 

fairly strong. Most of the judges and 
assessors are English. The railway 
from Addis Ababa to Dire Dawa, 
near the borders of French Somali- 
land, is efficiently run by Britons. 

The Ethiopian police are under the 
supervision of British chiefs, and the 
Emperor's army, now a formidable 
one, was trained by British officers. 

The value of the property which 
the Italians left when they were 
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driven out of Abyssinia is estimated 
at about ?7,000,000. 

Trade is slow, as may be expected, 
but the United Kingdom Commercial 
Corporation is working hard with an 
eye to the future. A British financial 
commission assisted in the formation 
of a new Ethiopian State Bank. 

+ A more specific and scathing criti- 
cism comes from Dr. C. Warqueh Mar- 
tin, once ambassador from Ethiopia to 
Great Britain. Martin was educated in 
India and Scotland, and has held high 
office in Ethiopia. He says in the New 
Times and Ethiopian Review 

This is a protest on behalf of the 
people of Ethiopia, and my own hum- 
ble criticism of the "Anglo-Ethiopian 
Agreement" and "the Military Con- 
vention" attached thereto. 

While the people of Ethiopia are 
of course very grateful to Britain for 
the valuable help given to them in de- 
feating the "Common Enemy," and 
in driving him out of their country, 
they very much regret to observe 
that the special credit due to Great 
Britain for helping Ethiopia has been 
much discounted by the facts given 
below: 

I. The betrayal of Ethiopia by sell- 
ing her off to Italy in the vain effort 
to separate the Italian government 
from that of Germany, and to secure 
Italy as a Franco-British ally. 

II. Violating the League of Na- 
tions Covenant, and thus breaking 
Britain's word of honour. 

III. Helping Italian aggression, by 
an embargo prohibiting the Ethio- 
pian Government from importing 
even simple arms and ammunition 
for the defense of the country. 

IV. Allowing poison gas to be 
conveyed to Africa and used by the 
aggressor on the defenseless Ethio- 
pian men, women and children, even 
in open villages. 

V. After only a partial Italian oc- 
cupation of Ethiopia, an agreement 

of friendship was made by Great 
Britain with Italy, under which Ital- 
ian sovereignty over Ethiopia was 
recognized by the British Govern- 
ment, in contravention to the League 
Covenant. 

VI. It must be noted that the pres- 
ent help which has been given to 
Ethiopia was not rendered solely to 
secure the independence of Ethiopia, 
but also because Italy having declared 
war against Great Britain, she was 
forced to fight the "common enemy" 
in her own defense. 

VII. After the enemy was defeated 
with Ethiopian cooperation, Ethio- 
pia was held by Great Britain as 
"enemy territory," i.e., a territory be- 
longing to Italy, and under that ex- 
cuse, instead of leaving the country 
as an independent State, with all the 
armament captured from the Italians 
for the defense of the country, arms 
and machinery, etc., were forcibly 
taken away. Is it not an unfair and 
even suspicious policy to leave poor 
Ethiopia defenseless against the "com- 
mon enemy'"? 

Under the pretext that it is re- 
quired for military use, the Franco- 
Ethiopian railway has also been 
taken possession of, which, of course, 
means loss to the Ethiopian Govern- 
ment, and to the French sharehold- 
ers of the railway. 

Further thousands of square miles 
of the country have been occupied as 
special areas and British canton- 
ments, which, of course, interfere 
with the civil administration of the 
Ethiopian Government. 

VIII. To cap the above usurpation 
a most unfair "Agreement" and a 
"Military Convention" have been 
forced on Ethiopia. 

INDIA IN SOUTH AFRICA 
+ There has been no thorough-going 
study of South African Indians. An 

agreement was entered into in 1927 be- 
tween the government of India and the 
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Union government, in which the Union 

government agreed to recognize Indians 
in South Africa who were prepared to 
conform to western standards of life. 

Nothing has been done to carry out this 
agreement. The whole responsibility for 
law and government is in the hands of 
the white people and no recognition is 

given to the fact that Indian workers 
have been the main dependence for the 

sugar industry and the coal mines in 
Natal, doing both the skilled and the 
semi-skilled work. As farmers, traders, 
merchants, artisans and professional 
men they form an important economic 
group and number two hundred thirty 
thousand. Eighty per cent of these were 
born in South Africa. The Indians are 
under the protection of the Agent-Gen- 
eral for India sent by the Indian gov- 
ernment and when India becomes an in- 
dependent dominion the treatment of 
Indians in South Africa must improve. 
It must not be forgotten that Mahatma 
Gandhi learned his political leadership 
in fighting against the disabilities of In- 
dians in the Union of South Africa. 

+ Carlos P. Romulo, an aide to General 
MacArthur, writes in the New York 
Times Magazine 

The first Asiatic slap at white au- 
thority was Japan's defeat of Russia 
in 1905. News of this victory by 
Orientals was the first intimation to 
the Far East that the white man was 
not superhuman. Before then there 
had existed only Clive's India and 
Kipling's Mandalay: the cringing na- 
tive and the rule of the "riding crop 
and boot." With that defeat the sul- 
lenness, so often marked on Oriental 
faces, began. Respect for the white 
man was lowered in many instances 
by the presence in the Oriental coun- 
tries of remittance men and ne'er-do- 

wells from England and America, by 
profiteers and exploiters and by the 
white drunkard and the "white na- 
tive" who all too often came to repre- 
sent their race to the sullen and re- 
sentful natives. 

Oddly concurrent with this loss of 
face, and one that must be admitted, 
was the democratic idea introduced 
by America in the Philippine Islands. 
The fair treatment given the Filipinos 
by their American conquerors served 
to show Oriental countries beyond 
the Philippines that equality was not 
impossible between white and colored 
races. Only the Americans, in the 
Far East, were democratic. 

The white imperialists of other 
countries clamored that America was 
lowering white standards in the Orient 
by elevating the position of the Fili- 
pino. America was named the traitor 
to the white world. But this so-called 
"race treachery" on the part of 
Americans may yet serve as the bal- 
ance point in favor of white men in 
the future Asia. In that new world 
East and West must depend upon and 
trust one another, which cannot be 
if loss of face is remembered too 
gloatingly by the Oriental side. 

With Japan's shocking and sudden 
rise to power, the loss of white face 
was complete. The white flags were 
trampled in the dust of the Orient. 
Loss of white face increased in ratio 
as Japan doubled and redoubled her 
size and wealth and power until, 
within a few short weeks, she was 
five times greater than before. Vic- 
tory made her spokesman for 'an Asia 
that had long feared and hated Japan. 
It is impossible to overstress the se- 
riousness of the work this victorious 
Japan is doing in destroying white 
influence in a conquered Asia. She is 
demonstrating for the dullest native's 
benefit the Asiatic advantages of an 
insidious phrase: "Asia for the Asiat- 
ics." That is Japan's propaganda 
foundation plank, coined years ago 
as part of her Greater East Asia Co- 
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Prosperity Sphere campaign. 
Now, carrying on her campaign in 

the captive territories, Japan is 
stressing a word long empty to na- 
tives under white rule-that of free- 
dom. She has given Burma indepen- 
dence, seemingly granting the natives' 
long wish for freedom. What she may 
make later of this vaunted "freedom" 
is terrible to consider. But at the mo- 
ment the Burmese are enjoying that 
freedom too greatly to wonder if it 
is not the temporary relinquishment 
granted the mouse under the cat's 
paws. They are rid of white rule and 
they are not being crushed, no mat- 
ter how much we would like to think 
they are. Japan is too wily to antag- 
onize those she must depend upon to 
aid her in defending their countries 
against the returning whites. 

And the white man, a century too 
late, is also discovering that the aid 
of the natives will facilitate his re- 
covery of the lost territories, as stated 
during the conference at Quebec. 
Japan, the master propagandist, is in 
possession of these countries and has 
the attention of the natives. We know 
only too well how hard she is work- 
ing to prevent the return of white 
rule to the lands she has taken. .. 

Japan stresses in the Philippines, 
as in all Asiatic countries, the point 
of view of the native. All that is na- 
tive is encouraged and praised-for 
the moment. In Manila the Japanese 
are putting emphasis on our nation- 
alistic tendencies by teaching the na- 
tive Tagalog in the public schools, as 
well as the Japanese language, and 
burning all books containing refer- 
ences to Anglo-Saxon culture or white 
ideals. Over Radio Tokyo we hear 
the Japanese propagandists artfully 
impressing the fact upon the Fili- 
pinos that there has been no offensive 
from America in the past nineteen 
months. "America is not interested 
in aiding the Filipinos," they shout 
continuously. "That is because you 
are colored peoples, and America is 

rushing all her troops to the aid of 
other white men in Europe." 

This is poison calculated to sting 
the vitals of men who saw their 
brothers die beside white men while 
trying to uphold America's flag in the 
Philippines. Consider the effect of 
such cleverly implanted propaganda 
in other Asiatic countries where white 
men have never been tolerated, but 
hated. The swift decline of white face 
in the Orient is keeping pace with 
the growth of the Japanese propa- 
ganda machine. This machine was de- 
veloping in power long before the 
outbreak of war but for some reason 
it remained imperceptible to white 
vision. For many years Japan had 
tried to impress the advantages of her 
Co-Prosperity Sphere upon the Orient. 
We in the Philippines were afraid of 
this widely publicized plan-I named 
it the Co-Pauperity Sphere-but how 
are we to know what advantages it 
may hold now for long-oppressed na- 
tives who find themselves apparently 
free? 

For we are aware of certain facts, 
and one of the most important is this: 
Japan is too wise to overplay her new 
authority over her victims. Such 
countries as Burma, French Indo- 
China, Thailand and the Dutch East 
Indies were afraid of Japan, but she 
has done nothing since the conquest 
to add to their fears. She has rid 
them of white authority. She has 
given them the illusion of freedom. 
She is too politic to interrupt that 
dream until the final struggle between 
East and West in Asia is settled. 

The natives of these countries can 
have no illusions as to the kindliness 
of an all-powerful Japan toward any 
race but her own. But since mankind 
is essentially pragmatic we can only 
assume that the native point of view 
must be tempered by the amount of 
prosperity it is sharing with Japan. 
Much as we would like to think of 
these countries as suffering under the 
Japanese heel, we must accept reports 
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that conditions have not been made 
worse for them; they have, in fact, 
been improved. Japan is not bleeding 
her conquered territories. She is not 
permitting Japanese soldiers to rape 
the countries they have conquered, 
unless those lands hold antagonistic 
natives, as in the Philippines. But in 
countries that offered only token re- 
sistance to the Japanese juggernaut 
we can be fairly certain the natives 
are being encouraged in allegiance to 
Japan by being better off than ever 
before. 

We must face the fact that Japan 

has kept her word to her fellow- 
Orientals, as long as it has been to 
her advantage, and lived up to the 
promises made by the Greater East 
Asia Co - Prosperity Sphere. The 
Sphere was Japan's lethal propaganda 
weapon and through it was launched 
her first offensive. Primarily, it was 
based upon economics. But its pres- 
ent meaning has deepened in Oriental 
minds because it has served to rid the 
Far East of the arrogant and often 
brutal imperialist whose type had 
come to represent the white race to 
the average Oriental. 
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